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1. Introduction 
In the yitpers [5,6] we have studied the properties of pure subrings A or invariant 
subrings A of a local regular &algebra B and have tried to find as much as possible 
total differentials of the finite diffelcntial module D,(A) of A which form part of 
a minimal system of generators of (D/,(A))** - the so-called module of Zariski- 
differentials of A. (For the theory of finite differential modules we refer the reader 
to the work [7] of G. Scheja and U. Starch.) For example, if the field k has 
characteristic zero and the pure extension A --+B, B being regular, is non-degenerate 
in a suitable sense, then one can find s= dim A (total) differentials in D&l) which 
form part of a minimal system of generators of (D&4))**. In case there is a finite 
group u^ acting on B with BG = A, then any minimal system of generators of DA(A) 
is part of a minimal system of generators of (D&l))**. In this paper we will prove 
that this last embedding-property holds for z bit rary tiorrnai graded Gorenstein- 
singularities over a field of characteristic zero. We use the term ‘graded’ in a sense, 
which we will discuss in the following section. 
Let k be a field of characteristic zero; a Pocal analytic k-algebra A with 
k = k,., := A/tq4 is called (positively) graded, if there exists a k-derivation 6 of A 
and a system of generators xl, . . . , x,,, of the maximal ideal lrtr4 of A with &, = m,s, 
and strict positive eigenvalues I??; E N. We call 6 a grading derivation of A. The 
theory of graded analytic k-algebras has been developed in the works [8--l l] of G. 
Scheja and H. Wiebe. In general, it is very difficult to decide whether a local 
analytic k-algebra is graded or not. G. Scheja and H. Wiebe have given many such 
criteria, for example: 
1. I. It suffices to require the identity 6Xi - = 1Vix-i module m:j with III, c in], IZI, > 0. 
(See Korollar (2.7) in [lo].) 
1.2. If A is a reduced cmnplete intersection with isolated singularity, then it is 
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to myire tha; there exists a derivation which acts b@?ctivei_v on m,..Jt& . 
tr (4.4) in [9] ) 
bmo’cally closed and A is a normal domain of dcjmension 2, then it 
ire that there exists a derivation of A which acts not nilpotently on 
fd (3.1) in (IO].) 
of a local graded k-algebra A with grading derivation S and 
homogeneous of degree cy, if g is an eigenvector of 6 with 
&x is necessarily a positive integer. From [4, p. 1441 we obtak 
thm there exists a homogeneous A-sequence of length t whose 
the xme iieprec. 
9 An embedding-prclpertj of the module of Zariski-differentials of a normal er 
rstded C;~r~n~tcin-sinaularit~ 
2. t . Lemma. I_ tv k k (I _ /iekI of c*haruc*teristk zero md A be a nornwl, lot PI gruded 
-&t#wrr with gruding deriwtion S. Then one of the following mwrtions 
PROP, W way as%umc dim ,-1 L 2, and we will only USC the fact that 4 has depth 
LW rsGt\ an A-linear surjective map DA(A)-+m.l with ds, -tqxi, which we 
6. For the corresponding bidual map c?** : (D,(il))**-+(tt~~,)** = A 
~oll~~u ing c‘a$i’s: 
IN IlrIt c1Ltr)cc’t if c; then it t‘oIlo~‘s from t hc inclusions 
BP1 1 im (5 5 in? P* c III t 
1. Sinzc the conqwsite map Dx(A)~(DA(A))**--)m.., 
1 xrctl‘ure bijtxti\ c module m 1, it follows that the first assertion 
** - l 4 i\ ourjt’ctiw; in this case (nQ* = A* is a direct summand 
ixd map 6*:(m_#=A* -“(D&l))*. Now, one easily sees 
i$ LQW the xxond assc’rfion holds. 
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generates .a: fret, direct summand of (D,(A))* if and only if the bidu&ed map 
6”“: (Dk(A))**-p(mJ** = A is surjective. The if-part of this statement has been 
already prol.ed; the only-if-part is seen as follows: Let S*: (mA)*-+(Dk(A))* be the 
dualized ;nap of 6 : D,(A)+mA with 6*( 1) = 6. If ii = 6*( 1) generates a free direct 
sumlnsnd of (Dk(A))*, then d**: (Dk(A))**-+(mJ**=A must be surjective. 
In the two-dimensional case we have: 
2.3. Corollary. Let A be as in the preceding lemma with dim A s 2 and let orl be 
the canonical module of A; then one of the following assertions is true: 
(a) The canonical induced map Dk(A)@ kA +(Dk(A))**& k,, is injcctive. 
(b) The derivation module (Dk(A))* of A is canonically isomorphic to A~5@w~~. 
Proof. Let dim A = 2; in case (b) of Lemma 2.1 we consider the surjective map 
S**: (D,(A)) **-+A with U := Ker a**, see Remark 2.2. Then U is reflexive of 
rank 1. It suffices to show that U is the canonical module of ‘4. Since the sequence 
is split-exact, one easily sees that 
(A’(D&4))**)**=(/l’U)**=U**=U, 
and (#(D&4))**)** = (A’D@))** is the canonical module CL)..) of .4. 
Now, if in the situation of the preceding Corollary A is a normal local graded 
algebra which is a Gorenstein ring of dimension 2 over a field of characteristic zero, 
then assertion (b) cannot hold (and therefore assertion (a) must hold), since rn the 
Gorenstein case the canonical module oA of A, and hence w:, is free, and from 
the canonical decomposition (D,(A))* = A&&o~ we obtain that the derivation 
module (D,(A))* of A is free what (in the graded case) implies that A is regular, see 
[3,4]. But in the regular case A = k(X1, . . . ) X,) we know that 6= z-i_, miXi* a,, 
and then 6 is not part of a free basis of (D,(A)) * which contradicts the canonical 
decomposition (D,(A))* = A*6@o~ =A*6014 of condition (b) in the Gorenstein 
case. 
The following proposition is the main result ot’ this section. 
2.4. Proposition. Let k be a field of characteristic zero and A be a local graded 
analytic k-algebra which is u normal Gorerlstein-sin~lllaritF~. 
Then the canonical induced map D,(A)& k,,\ -+(Dk(A))**@., k.., is injective, i.e. 
any minimal sys!em of generators of D,(A) forms part of a minimal system qf 
generutors of (D,(A))**. 
roof. We will show that condition (b) of Lemma 2.1 cannot hold. Assume the con- 
E. Piartp 
rrary and choov an csample A of minimal dimension s = dim A. We wilt obtain a 
by co;rstructing an esample of lower dimension. According to the 
s f~~~~~ing Corollary 2.3 we have necessarily s= dim A 2 3. Let 6 : Dk(A)-+m,l 
oof of Lemma 2.1 and let 6 be a free direct summand of (D,(A))* 
7: hen it follows from Remark 2.2 that a** : (DJA))**+A is surjec- 
oe an ideal defining the variety of the singular locus of A. Since A 
as codimension ~2. Let 9 be the finite (and possibly empty) set of 
c& m .A+ of wdimension 2 which contain a. If fi, . . . ,,fy is a homogeneous 
with ~tfi = qI) and CUE N, n>O, see 1.4, then by the result (4.6) of H. 
in [ 11 concerning Bertini-theorems there exists a linear combination 
for di non-maximal prime ideals q$ nt .r. 
I r”)f - y: D c/q, = 2:; , (;qfi = sf. and it is easily seen that the ring 
al [Gncc conditions ( 1) and (2) hold) and satisfies all the hypotheses 
. MOW consider the composite map 
(D~(=l)/_fD~(.4 j)” -*((D&l))**iif(D+l j)**)” 
. CC’ it is bijective in all prime ideals of height 2 in A which contain &I 
$2 9. We obtain that t@e composite map 
“;((L),(.~))**.IND,(,~~~)~~~~~~~~_~~ 
irs restriction on D#l)ifD&-i: is the canonical map 
f-1. It foJIcnvs that 6 generates a free direct summand of 
\r*e’ the proof of Lemma 2.1. Now, let 
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by 6, then q’(d) =& since these maps agree on a suitable system of generators of 
D,(N~D~(~): 
p’(A)6 = (A 0 cp)G = mi l E = 6(G). 
Since 6 is a direct A/fA-summand of (D,JA)/fI&(A))’ it follows the same for A :in 
(D&VJ4))‘. This completes the proof of Proposition 2.4. 
2.5. Remark. We do not know whether in Proposition 2.4 the condition ‘Goren- 
stein’ can be weakened to the condition ‘Cohen-Macaulay’. We have proved Pro- 
position 2.4 by showing the (perhaps) stronger assertion that the grading derivation 
6 does not generate a free direct summand of the derivation module (D,(A))* of A, 
and hence we have a factorization (see 2.1 and 2.2): 
The reduction to the two-dimensional case uses not the Gorenstein hypothesis itself, 
but only the hypothesis that A is a (normal) Macaulay-ring. So, if one could 
disprove a canonical decomposition (D,(A))* = A*S@UIT in the two-dimensional 
normal non-Gorenstein ,xe, too, the assertion of Proposition (2.4) would still be 
valid, if one replaces the hypothesis ‘Gorenstein’ by ‘Cohen-Macaulay’. It setmu 
likely that in the non--(;orenstein case, too, the grading derivation 6 cannot span a 
free direct summand of (D,(A))*, although, however, by the Lemma of Zariski 6 
is always part of a minjmal system of generators of (DA.(A))*, A being a non- 
regular isolated singularity; in this case the Lemma of Zariski says that all deriva- 
tions of A map ~TI,.~ into itself, see, for instance, the remark at the end of Proposi- 
tion 2 in [6], and from &C IQ(D,(A))* we would obtain: q.q = (ix, E III,!~, a 
contradiction. 
3. Invariant subrings 
In this section let B be a convergent power series ring over the (valued) field k 
and G be a finite group of k-algebra-automorphisms on B with card G being a unit. 
in k. By Chap. III, $3, Satz 2 in [2] there exists a regular system of parameters 
x I) . . . , X, of B such that G acts linearily in X,, . . . , X,. Thus the invariant ring B” 
has the form A = k(F, , . . . , F,,,), Fi being homogeneous of degree ci. If cl; #0 in k, 
i= 1 , ***9 UZ, then A is a local graded analytic k-algebra. In [5, p. 41 we have shown 
that one can find always elements F, , . . . , Fl E {F, , . . . , F,,, } such that F, , . . . , F, 
generate a tn,I-primary ideal in A and ci #to in k, i = 1, . . . ,L From this fact we 
deduced that there exist s= dim A differentials dFI, . . . , dF’, which form part ot 
minimal system of generators of (D,(A))**, see also Remark 5 in [6]. In case 
char k = 0 the following proposition has been proved in [5, 2.71; for sake of com- 
pleteness we include this case here, too. 
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3.1. ?roposition. Let G be a finite group qf k-algebra-autonlorphisrns on the con- 
r*erg’nt power series ring B over k and A : = B” be the invariant analytic’ k-algebra. 
,-I $5 me that one qf the .follon*ing coriditiorrs is satisfied: 
k has characteristic Zero. 
(; is abelian and card G is a unit in k. 
the folio wing assertions hold: 
The Car w+~~ induced map DJA)@., k, -+(&.(A))**@& ka4 is injective. 
The tor.~ion-sub7nlodrrb~ of Dk (A) is contained in rnB4 Dk(A). 
P(D,(A )) ** =;r(Dk(B))‘; -,H(D,,(A)) +p(D,,(B))“, where ,u( ) denotes the 
rtiiuirriu/ nrrniber qf generators. 
Proof. Only assertion (1) has to be proved, since (2) is an easy consequence, and 
(3) will follow from (1) by 15, 2.31. Let XI, . . . , X, be a regular system of parameters 
t~f N on which C acts lincarily. Since DA(B) is a reflexive A-module, the canonical 
map DA(.4)-+D@) factors through (DA(A))**: 
Therefore it only remains to be shown that the canonical induced map 
is injccti\ c. Let 0‘ : Dx (B) -+ mll denote the B-homomorphism with &U’,) = X,. If 
.,I h-Q,. . . . * F,,,) with F, b tin: a minimal system of homogeneous generators of ttt,,l 
v\ ith deq-ec c*, , then the cornposit ion 
D,(.4) +D,(B)-‘L I&-+ rq with TI :- (card G) ’ c T 
rt (I 
maps DA (A) onfo (cj F!. . . . , c,,,F,&l. Thus in case char k = 0 the assertion is true, 
NOW w will prove the abelian case. In order to prove that the induced map (*) 
i\ inject ive, ‘,c’c may assume that A = A^ and s = B@., A are complete. If k’a k is an 
algebraically closed field and A’: = A & k’, then G acts on B’ : = B@, A’ with 
invariant ring -4’. If 
i\ mjc’c’tk with I& (,-I’) = D,(,4)@., .4’ and D&I’) = Dx(B)@,., A’, cf. [7, 2.71, it 
ou \ t htz same for the map (*). Therefore we may assume that k = k’ is algebrai- 
J’ cloud. Then, since G is abclian with card G being a unit in k, the regular 
“! +t~m of parameter\ X1, . . . , .Y, may be chosen in su& a way that dl clemcnts of 
G arc diagonal operators in X1, . . . , X,. Thus the maximal ideal ~II,.~ of A is 
imallv generated by monomials MI, . . . , lb!,,,. Let p : = char kr 2. First we show 
1 hat the part i;Al derivat kes of MI (resp. 51,) cannot vanish simultaneously. Let us 
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Then there exists a monomial ME tnB with MI =M? 
It follows for T E G: 
0 == r(M1) - M1 = r(MP) - Mp = (T(M) - M)p 
and hence T(M) = M for all TE G, and therefore ME mA and VI = Ml’ E I&. This is 
a contradiction. We obtain that there exist elements cij E/C with 
coM,=aiMj* Xi, i=l 3 l **9 s, j=l,..., in, 
where for any fixed index jE(l,...,m) there exists an index i~{I,...,s} with 
qj #O.> 
NOW assume that there exist eIements Qj E A with: 
dM, - c 4, dM, E m,l D,(B) 
I- 2 
which implies 
MI 
a,Ml - C Uja;A4,Ettl~,~B, i= l,..., S. 
r-2 
Now, if we apply the Reynolds-operator (card G) ’ \Jrct, T to this relation, we get: 
which contradicts the fact that the monomials M,, . . . , M,,, are a minimal system of 
generators of n~..~. Thus the abelian case has been proved, too. 
3.2. Remark. Let G, B = k( XI, . . . , X,) and A = k(F, , . . . , F,,,) be as in the beginning 
of this section and 6 : D&3)-+n1~ be the B-linear map with 6(dXi) = X,. Since G 
acts linearily in X,, .,. , X,, one easily checks that 6 is a G-homomorphism, and 
therefore 
6” : (D,(B))” -+(Q) =: m/4 
is surjective, too. Now, it has been proved in [5, 2.31 that the canonical map 
(D&W”” +((D#))“)** = (D@))‘; 
is bijective. Hence we have a surjective map 
mt restrIction on D,(A) acts on dF, as (deg F+ Fi. In case deg F+O in k, 
~1, WC obtain from Remark 2.2 that S 1 DA(A) is roof a direct summand of 
rX>, ( 4 I)*. cwn in cas: o!’ a non-Gorenstein invariant ring A = B”. This shows that 
CPU v forr:hcr rtwsti,~u~io~t o/ prohierru raised in Rermrrk 2.5 requires a stuciy of two- 
~t~~~~rtui ortttal graded non-Gorenstein algebras which are nor invariant rings. 
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